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A year of change
The past year has been a time of considerable
change for the Cornfield Flowers Project.
As
explained in the previous newsletter, our last grant
supported period came to an end in March 2015,
and in an effort to secure a future for the project a
while longer, the Carstairs Countryside Trust selffunded an extension for another year. The aim of
this period was to maintain our existing network of
farmers, volunteers and reintroduction sites, whilst
exploring options to continue beyond this date.
At the same time, Chris Wilson retired as project
officer, after many dedicated years developing the
project into the success it is today, and
unfortunately Ian Carstairs also retired as a trustee
of the Carstairs Countryside Trust, having
spearheaded the CFP since its creation.
The
change in project funding also meant that our
former partners, the North York Moors National Park
Authority
and
the
North
Yorkshire
Moors
Association, stepped back in a formal capacity, but
Rona Charles still closely supports our work on
behalf of the NPA.
We were, however, formally joined by a new
partner, the Ryedale Folk Museum. The museum
has been central to the project since its earliest
days, as the home of our nursery beds and
demonstration field, so it is pleasing that a closer
link has been formed.

Tom Normandale remained as sole Project Officer for
this extended period, and despite a halving of
manpower and hours, we have largely been able to
continue the most essential tasks of previous years.
Chris Wilson thankfully continued in a volunteer
capacity, which has helped increase the range of
work we could support.
Our great appreciation is due to those that have
remained dedicated to the work of the project
throughout this uncertain period, and it has been
pleasing to see that you have all very successfully
continued in your roles, despite the unavoidable
reduction in time available to support your
contributions.

cornfield@ryedalefolkmuseum.co.uk
www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/looking-after/our-projects
/cornfield-flowers-project

Plans for the future
So now to the future. With Ian Carstairs' retirement
as a Trustee of CCT, Helen Kirk and David
Hargreaves, have taken on the task to ensure that
the extensive land portfolio and conservation work
CCT has achieved continues to go from strength to
strength. CFP has achieved significant outcomes
over its fifteen years and Helen and David are keen
to ensure that the project continues.
Key to promoting the work of Cornfield Flowers will
be a web presence. CCT are in the process of
developing a website on which will feature a
project section which will provide information about
the cornfield flowers and illustrated with the
excellent images of the species and the ‘workforce’
taken over the years.
To enable a business plan to be developed and
grant applications to be submitted CCT
have
committed to a further six months of funding from
their own reserves to the project, which will take us
to the end of October 2016 and provide continuity
over another growing season for core work and to
ensure that the business plan is developed. Helen
and David are in the process of investigating
funding opportunities which will provide stability to
build the project beyond its northern base and
spread the good practice developed in north-east
Yorkshire. We will keep you up to date on any
progress when possible.

Our story to date
Our regular recap for new volunteers and supporters:
The Cornfield Flowers Project was first set-up in the late
1990s by the Carstairs Countryside Trust, Ryedale Folk
Museum, North York Moors National Park Authority and a
group of volunteers. For the first five years the project
was run by these groups.
In 2005, funding was obtained from the Heritage Lottery
Fund and the National Park’s Sustainable Development
Fund, with local farmer and wildflower enthusiast Chris
Wilson being appointed as project co-ordinator. Over the
next five years more farmers and volunteers joined us
and we continued with our growing, planting and
surveying. This funding ran out on the 31st December
2009 and the CFP was kept in suspended animation for
a few months. In practice this meant that the plants
kept growing, but the paperwork did not get done.
However, new funding was soon successfully secured
from the North York Moors Sustainable Development
Fund, LEADER and Heritage Lottery Fund, and in April
2010 two project officers were appointed for the next
five years, Chris Wilson and ecologist Tom Normandale,
whilst the North Yorkshire Moors Association joined our
management group. Again, this funding drew to a close
at the end of March 2015, and the Carstairs Countryside
Trust is currently funding the project directly.

Stephen Gibson
We were very sorry to hear the sad news of
Stephen's passing at the end of last year.
Stephen and Joce's contribution to the Cornfield
Flowers Project has been outstanding, with
Birkdale Farm supporting one of the richest
communities of arable wildflowers that we work
with. Stephen's dedication to supporting as
many plants as possible led to a record 96
species being recorded on the farm last year.
His commitment, experience and knowledge will
be greatly missed.
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expertise and knowledge at the
many events held at Birkdale
Farm; left: Stephen carefully
nurturing his plants by hand;
right: Annual knawel, one of
many specialities on the farm

News and highlights
The project's field at Silpho put in another good
show with some of our rarest plants. Shepherd'sneedle formed quite an extensive patch early in
the year, from which we were able to gather good
quantities of seed, and the Corn buttercup once
again carpeted the northern headland.
Of
particular note were the finds of spontaneous
Sharp-leaved fluellen, one of our few sites where
this plant maintains a hold.
At Birkdale Farm, Terrington an incredible
species count of 96 was surveyed, our highest
ever, on what conventional wisdom states should
be a difficult soil type for arable species.
Glebe farm is proving to be a perfect home to the
Sand catchfly introduced a few years ago; this
season saw a great many self-seeded plants
appearing throughout John's headland. Seed has
been collected for Water Fulford, where it is hoped
these results can be repeated on the same soil
type.
Old Rectory Farm, Nunburnholme, also appears
to be providing ideal growing conditions, not just
for Small-flowered catchfly but Pheasant's-eye,
which seems to be becoming established after four
consecutive years.
Red hemp-nettle, Largeflowered hemp-nettle, Henbit dead-nettle and
Venus'-looking-glass also featured regularly.

Top left, clockwise: Shepherd's-needle at Silpho; Corn
buttercup; Sand catchfly; Large-flowered hemp-nettle; Venus'looking-glass; Sharp-leaved fluellen

News and highlights cont...
Some of our rarest species are continuing to do
well at Water Fulford, York, including Dense
silky-bent, Prickly poppy and Cornflower.
The good work continues following Martin
Stringer's find of Small-flowered catchfly in
2014, from which a number of seeds were
collected.
Some outstanding pot-grown plants
were grown by volunteers last season; they should
hopefully have produced great quantities of viable
seed for further reintroductions.
The Cranedale Centre have done particularly well
with one of their specialities, Small-flowered
buttercup.
Growing in their demonstration
planter it produced a carpet of plants with a great
many seeds.

Helmsley Walled Garden had their first year's
display in the arable wildflower plot following the
addition of CFP seed.
Seed from a number of
species have been passed on to them to bulk up the
existing seedbank, and we look forward to seeing
how these develop in the new season. Their May
lily have also done fantastically well, clearly suited
to their new home and already spreading out to
produce new plants.
Our various species custodians continue to have
success producing seed from a range of plants,
including Scarlet pimpernel – blue flowered
variety, Pheasant's-eye, Wild clary, Prickly
poppy,
Corn
buttercup,
Night-flowering
catchfly, Cornflower and Purple rampingfumitory, amongst others.

Left to right: Prickly poppy, Small-flowered buttercup, May lily, Pheasant's-eye, Purple ramping-fumitory

CFP at the Ryedale Folk Museum

Heidi's research

The project and demonstration cornfield at the
museum were the subject of considerable media
focus in the 2015 season.

Many of you will have been interviewed by Heidi
Saxby last year, who had been researching the
links between agri-environment schemes and
participants' well-being, for a Masters course
with the School of Agriculture at Newcastle
University.

A number of articles appeared locally, with
particular attention paid to the scything of the
cornfield by volunteers, despite it having to take
place in torrential rain!
Certainly not a
masterclass on how it would have been done in
the past, but a useful recreation of the traditional
crafts and rural heritage to be found at the
museum.
www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/news/main-topics/genera
l-news/putting-the-colour-back-into-the-yorkshi
re-cornfields-1-7431914
www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/news/rural/environment
/scythes-used-to-manage-iconic-yorkshire-wildf
lowers-1-7462478

A very wet morning posing for photos in the museum cornfield

Heidi has been an active supporter and
volunteer for the project for a number of years,
and so was ideally placed to focus on CFP
farmers and volunteers.
Her completed dissertation was awarded a
Distinction, the highest award, and provided a
valuable insight into a rarely considered factor
that influences farmers' conservation efforts.

Final Report
To mark the end of the last funded phase of the
project, a final report was produced to detail
the work achieved and lessons learned over
the past five years. Although originally aimed
at the funders, it was also designed to fill a
dual purpose as souvenir booklet for all those
involved with us over the years.
Each of the original stated aims of the project
are covered in detail, with a discussion of what
we set out to do, what we achieved and what
we learned. It will provide a lasting record of
the work achieved by our volunteers
throughout north-east Yorkshire in conserving
rare arable flora, and serve as a guide to those
hoping
to
learn
something
from
our
experiences.
If you would like a hard copy of the report,
please contact Tom at:
cornfield@ryedalefolkmuseum.co.uk
It is also available online at:
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/looking-after/
our-projects/cornfield-flowers-project/Cornfiel
d-Flowers-Project-Out-of-Intensive-Care-Report.
pdf

Species Cards booklet
As part of our last funded period, it was considered
a good idea to produce a series of cards that
described each of the main species we work with,
and provided an anecdotal account of our
experiences in tracking down and conserving these
plants.
Intended to be completed in the first year, the task
escalated considerably as our list of species for
inclusion grew, and the complete set, for now at
least, were only finished in spring 2015!
In total 99 cards have been created, 92 on arable
wildflowers and the remainder covering our
supporting work on non-arable Local Biodiversity
Action Plan species and other locally rare plants.
A limited number of booklets containing all the
cards together were printed, and five copies have
been donated to NYCC libraries, to be stored in the
local reference section of the main libraries in our
project area. These will serve as a publicly available
record of the considerable contribution local
communities have made in conserving this suite of
incredibly valuable, but under-appreciated plants.
The complete series of cards is also now available to
download from our website:
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/looking-after/ourprojects/cornfield-flowers-project/species-cards

